For each plabic graph of type pk, nq in the sense of Postnikov [35] satisfying a smallness condition, we construct a nondisplaceable monotone Lagrangian torus in the complex Grassmannian Grpk, nq. Among these we find examples that bound the same number of families of Maslov 2 pseudoholomorphic disks, whose Hamiltonian isotopy classes are distinguished by the number of critical points in different algebraic torus charts of a mirror Landau-Ginzburg model proposed by Marsh-Rietsch [28] . The tori are fibers of local regular Lagrangian fibrations over Okounkov bodies for the frozen anticanonical divisor, which is singled out by the cluster structure of the Grassmannian and has been studied by Rietsch-Williams [37] . Lagrangian tori of plabic graphs related by a combinatorial square move have disk potentials connected by a 3-term Plücker relation, while their Newton polytopes undergo width 2 mutation in the sense of Akhtar-Coates-Galkin-Kasprzyk [1].
The notion of monotonicity was introduced by Floer [17] in his work on Arnold's conjecture on the number of nondegenerate fixed points of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of symplectic manifolds. Soon after, Oh [32] proposed monotonicity for Lagrangians and used it to construct a complex whose cohomology obstructs Hamiltonian displaceability. Monotonicity holds in a large class of examples, and many constructions of symplectic topology can be carried out while preserving this condition. Nevertheless, the following is still a hard question: given a monotone symplectic manifold X, are nondisplaceable monotone Lagrangian submanifolds L Ă X abundant?
For X " R 2d Chekanov [9] constructed monotone Lagrangian tori that are not Hamiltonian isotopic to product tori, distinguished by Ekeland-Hofer's capacities [14, 15] . A different proof for d " 2 was found by Eliashberg-Polterovich [16] , using Gromov's pseudoholomorphic curves [20] . More recently, Auroux [4] showed that counts of families of Maslov 2 pseudoholomorphic disks distinguish infinitely many monotone Lagrangian tori from product tori in each R 2d with d ą 2. It is not known if there are infinitely many monotone Lagrangian tori in R 4 that are not of product type.
In the compact case, a natural testing ground for the abundance question is the class of smooth Fano complex projective varieties. The anticanonical bundle´K X of such a variety is ample, and hence for large N it defines a projective embedding X Ă P d , where d " dim H 0 pX,´K bN X q´1. The Fubini-Study form of P d restricts to a monotone symplectic structure on X. For X of complex dimension 2, Vianna [45] constructed infinitely many monotone Lagrangian tori in most Fano surfaces (one case was left out, then completed by Pascaleff-Tonkonog [34] ).
In this article, we begin the investigation of abundance of Lagrangian submanifolds in Fano varieties with an anticanonical divisor D Ă X whose complement U " XzD is a cluster variety; see Fomin-Zelevinsky [18] for the foundations of the theory of cluster algebras. This class includes examples of arbitrarily large dimension, such as homogeneous varieties X " G{P with P Ă G parabolic subgroup of a complex linear algebraic group. The cluster variety U comes with a Langlands dual cluster variety U _ , and Gross-Hacking-Keel-Kontsevich [21] proposed to construct a Landau-Ginzburg model in the sense of homological mirror symmetry by taking W P OpU _ q to be a regular function, called superpotential, intrinsically defined by the cluster structure and given as a sum of theta functions. These are generating functions of discrete objects called broken lines, which conjecturally correspond to pseudo-holomorphic disks in X with boundary on Lagrangian submanifolds L Ă U and intersecting the compactifying divisor D Ă X.
We will focus on what is possibly the simplest class of examples, where X " G{P with G " SL n pCq and P is the subgroup of matrices that map the span of the first k vectors of the standard basis of C n to itself; in other words X is the complex Grassmannian Grpk, nq of k-dimensional linear subspaces in C n . Scott [39] described an anticanonical divisor D FZ Ă Grpk, nq whose complement U " Grpk, nqzD FZ is a cluster variety, and in this case the dual cluster variety U _ can be identified with the complement of the analogous divisor of the dual Grassmannian D _ FZ Ă Gr _ pk, nq " Grpn´k, nq. In this setting, Marsh-Rietsch [28] gave a succinct expression for a superpotential W P OpU _ q in terms of Plücker coordinates, which is expected to match the one proposed by Gross-Hacking-Keel-Kontsevich; see [6] for the case k " 2 and n " 5.
In general, a cluster variety U _ has a collection of algebraic torus charts T C Ă U _ , glued by transition birational maps encoded in the mutation rule that defines the cluster structure on the algebra of functions OpU _ q. In the case of Grassmannians, there is a finite subset of charts T G Ă Gr _ pk, nq closed under a restricted type of mutations and parametrized by combinatorial objects G called plabic graphs; see Figure 1 for an illustration of the cluster variety U _ " Gr _ p2, 6qzD _ F Z . Plabic graphs were introduced by Postnikov [35] to the describe the structure of the totally positive Grassmannian. More recently, Rietsch-Williams [37] showed that the restrictions W | T G of the Landau-Ginzburg superpotential to plabic charts are related by a suitable tropicalization procedure to certain Okounkov bodies ∆ G pD FZ q for the compactifying divisor of U Ă Grpk, nq. These convex bodies generalize the moment polytopes of toric varieties, and were introduced by Okounkov [33] in the study of log-concavity of multiplicities in representation theory; the theory was further developed by Lazarsfeld-Mustaţă [27] and Kaveh-Khovanskii [26] . LG model for Grp2, 6q: nodes are plabic charts, edges are mutations Our first theorem describes a correspondence between some plabic algebraic torus charts T G Ă Gr _ pk, nq and a collection of monotone Lagrangian tori L G Ă Grpk, nq. Theorem 1. Given k, n P N with 1 ď k ă n, for each small plabic graph G of type pk, nq there is a monotone Lagrangian torus L G Ă Grpk, nq, whose Maslov 2 disk potential is
The torus L G is a fiber in a regular Lagrangian torus fibration F G : U G Ñ R kpn´kq of an open set U G Ă Grpk, nq, which extends to a continuous function on Grpk, nq with image the Okounkov body ∆ G pD FZ q of the frozen anticanonical divisor D F Z .
In Section 1, we explain how the Lagrangian torus fibrations F G come from combining two techniques of much wider application: the construction of toric degenerations associated to Okounkov bodies due to Anderson [2] , and the corresponding construction of completely integrable systems associated to toric degenerations via gradient-Hamiltonian flow by Harada-Kaveh [24] (an idea pioneered by Ruan [38] ). Our main contribution is the observation that the assumption of the theorem above is not always false: among these degenerations one can find some that have small toric resolutions of singularities, and we call the plabic graphs G corresponding to these degenerations small. This phenomenon is in sharp contrast with what happens for degenerations of Fano in complex dimension 2, where small toric resolutions cannot exist. A degeneration formula for Maslov 2 disk potentials established by Nishinou-Nohara-Ueda [29, 30] allows then to determine the full Maslov 2 disk potentials of the Lagrangian tori L G .
In Section 3 we provide some examples to which Theorem 1 applies, and we make available computer code [8] that allows to verify the smallness assumption in other cases. The problem of deciding what singular toric varieties have small toric resolutions seems to have received little attention in the literature. In Proposition 2 and Remark 8, we describe two simple obstructions to small resolutions, which our computer code can verify to vanish for arbitrary G. In fact, we put forth the following: Conjecture 1. Every plabic graph is small.
The construction of many regular Lagrangian torus fibrations on different open sets U G Ă Grpk, nq is apparently in contrast with the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow picture of mirror symmetry [41] , according to which a mirror should be obtained by dualizing a single global Lagrangian fibration. We believe that it should be possible to glue the Okounkov bodies ∆ G pD FZ q of different plabic graphs G together to get an integral affine manifold with singularities B in the sense of Gross-Siebert [22] , and to modify the fibrations F G to form a global singular Lagrangian fibration over B, in a way similar in spirit to what accomplished by Vianna [45] using techniques of nodal trade/slide introduced by Symington [42] . We will not pursue this in the present article, as our main goal is to give examples of nondisplaceable monotone Lagrangian tori that are not Hamiltonian isotopic to the Gelfand-Cetlin torus studied in [7] , and local fibrations suffice for the task.
Any two plabic graphs G of type pk, nq are related by a sequence of combinatorial square moves, described in Section 2. This fact has some immediate consequences on the relation among disk potentials of different Lagrangian tori L G Ă Grpk, nq, that change in a controlled way under these transformations. A similar phenomenon was studied by Nohara-Ueda for a collection of Lagrangian tori in the Grassmannians Grp2, nq [31] , obtained via symplectic reduction techniques.
Theorem 2. If two type pk, nq small plabic graphs G 0 and G 1 are related by a square move, the Maslov 2 disk potentials W L G 0 and W L G 1 are related by a 3-term PlÃĳcker relation, and their Newton polytopes by width 2 combinatorial mutation.
It would be interesting to compare Theorem 2 with the operation of Lagrangian mutation introduced by Pascaleff-Tonkonog [34] in their study of wall-crossing formulas for disk potentials. In our setting, the relation between the disk potentials is simply a consequence of the cluster algebra structure on OpU _ q. Regarding the Newton polytopes, we point out that their polar duals are the Okounkov bodies of Theorem 1, i.e. we have
The central fiber of the toric degeneration of Grpk, nq corresponding to the the plabic graph G is the toric variety XpΣ n ∆ G pD FZ" XpΣ f NewtpW | T Gassociated to the normal fan Σ n of the Okounkov body ∆ G pD FZ q, or equivalently the face fan Σ f of the Newton polytope of W | T G . This is reminiscent of Batyrev's construction [5] of mirror Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in toric varieties, but with the important difference that NewtpW | T G q is not in general a reflexive polytope.
The combinatorial mutations in the statement of Theorem 2 were introduced by Akhtar-Coates-Galkin-Kasprzyk [1] , and are part of a conjectural picture according to which, in each dimension, deformation classes of Fano varieties should correspond to mutation classes of convex polytopes; see Coates-Corti-Galkin-Golyshev-Kasprzyk [11] for a survey. As we explain in Section 2, the Newton polytopes of restrictions of a global regular function on a cluster variety W P OpU _ q to different cluster charts are naturally related by polytope mutation. What is peculiar of our setting is that the polytope mutations have width 2, a condition that guarantees for example that the toric varieties XpΣ n ∆ G pD FZhave canonical singularities for all G; see Corollary 1.
The polytopes NewtpW | T G q are in general not unimodularly equivalent: see Section 3 for some examples distinguished by their f -vectors. This alone allows to distinguish, for given k and n, the Hamiltonian isotopy classes of some Lagrangians L G Ă Grpk, nq, in the spirit of what done by Vianna [45] in dimension 2. However, we wish to emphasize a novel phenomenon: some tori are distinguished by the number of critical points of W P OpU _ q contained in the corresponding mirror torus charts T G Ă Gr _ pk, nq. This invariant seems to be finer than the Newton polytope of the disk potential in specific examples. The most striking feature of these Lagrangian tori is that they can be easily seen to be nondisplaceable by construction.
Theorem 3. All the tori L G Ă Grpk, nq are nondisplaceable, and in general they are not Hamiltonian isotopic to each other.
The nondisplaceability of the tori L G follows from the fact that W always has a critical point in the totally nonnegative part of the Grassmannian, and hence in all the plabic cluster charts T G Ă U _ . This is a special case of a result of Rietsch [36] that holds for more general flag varieties, see also Karp [25] for the case of Grassmannians.
We call the tori L G Ă Grpk, nq exotic because they cannot be in general Hamiltonian isotopic to the monotone fiber of the Gelfand-Cetlin integrable system studied by Guillemin-Sternberg [23] . We give examples in Section 3 where objects supported on these tori generate parts of the monotone Fukaya category of Grpk, nq that are not generated by any of the objects supported on the Gelfand-Cetlin Lagrangian.
We describe now some limitations of this article. The author proved [7] that when n " p is a prime number, all the charts T G Ă U _ contain in fact all the critical points of W (the argument was phrased for the rectangular chart corresponding to a special choice of G, but it applies in fact to all the other plabic graphs, which were not considered in that article). However, Newton polytopes distinguish in general exotic tori L G Ă Grpk, pq as well. Therefore, the following question remains unanswered: Question 1. Called P pk, nq the number of Hamiltonian isotopy classes of tori L G Ă Grpk, nq, is it true that fixed k ą 1 we have limsup nÑ8 P pk, nq " 8? More generally, find sharp lower bounds for P pk, nq.
A more dramatic limitation is that P pk, nq ă 8 for all k and n by construction, because there are always finitely many plabic cluster charts for each Grassmannian. In particular, our methods do not recover Vianna's result [44] on existence of infinitely many tori in P 2 " Grp1, 3q, and in fact produce only one torus whenever k " 1 (when there is only one plabic graph).
On the other hand, for k ą 2 it is possible that considering all the cluster charts of U _ instead of only the special plabic charts T G will lead to infinitely many monotone Lagrangian tori in most Grassmannians. Indeed, it is known that except for Grp1, nq, Grp2, nq, Grp3, 6q, Grp3, 7q, Grp3, 8q
(and their duals) the cluster structure of OpU _ q is of infinite type, and hence there are infinitely many cluster charts in U _ ; see Scott [39] , and more generally Fomin-Zelevinsky [19] for the classification of finite type cluster algebras.
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Toric degenerations and integrable systems
Section 1.1 reviews the theory of Okounkov bodies of a divisor on a smooth projective complex algebraic variety, following Kaveh-Khovanskii [26] (see also Okounkov [33] and Lazarsfeld-Mustaţă [27] ). Section 1.2 summarizes how to produce toric degenerations from certain Okounkov bodies, as done in Anderson [2] . These give rise to completely integrable systems on the original variety through a technique called gradient-Hamiltonian flow, introduced by Ruan [38] and further studied by Harada-Kaveh [24] ; we use it to construct some local Lagrangian torus fibrations in Section 1.3. Finally, Section 1.4 deals with the question of when these fibrations have monotone fibers in the sense of symplectic topology, and its relation to the notion of small resolution of singularities in toric geometry.
1.1. Okounkov bodies. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C. If D is a divisor on X, we think at sections of OpDq as rational functions on X allowed to have poles along D:
More generally, we consider rational polynomials f P CpXqrts and write
. . with f m P CpXq @m P N ; this algebra has a natural N-grading given by degree in t. The divisor D defines a graded subalgebra of rational polynomials, where coefficients of increasing powers of t are allowed to have poles of increasing order along D:
Called N " dimpXq, we consider the abelian group Z N with lexicographic total order, and call rank N valuation a function v : CpXqˆÑ Z N that satisfies the following properties:
Any such valuation has an extension to a valuation on the algebra of rational polynomials v t : CpXqrtszt0u Ñ Z NˆZ , v t pf q " pvpf n q, nq with n " deg t pf q ; the target has total order that puts the highest t-degree polynomials first, and breaks ties using the previous order on Z N : pa, mq ď pb, nq if m ą n or m " n and a ď b .
It follows from the properties of valuations that the subset
Taking combinations of elements of SpD, vq with nonnegative real coefficients and integers coefficients, we get a convex cone in R NˆR and a subgroup in Z NˆZ respectively:
Denote π t the projection on the last coordinate, which can be thought as a height function. The Okounkov body of the pair pD, vq is a section of ConepD, vq at height specified by the index of the subgroup π t pxSpD, vqy Z q, denoted
Another way to think about the index of π t pxSpD, vqy Z q is as the minimum height of a set of generators of the semigroup SpD, vq. Remark 1. The convex set ∆ v pDq is compact if and only if ConepD, vq is strictly convex and xSpD, vqy R XpR NˆR ě0 qXConepD, vq " t0u . This condition is always satisfied in our setting: for any f P RpDqzt0u we have v t pf q " pvpf n q, nq P Z NˆZ ě0 , with π t pv t q " 0 if an only if f " f 0 P H 0 pX, Oq " C by projectivity of X, so that vpf 0 q " vp1q " 0 by the properties of valuations.
Remark 2. If the semigroup SpD, vq is finitely generated, then the cone ConepD, vq is rational, and thus ∆ v pDq is a rational polytope. If the semigroup SpD, vq admits generators of the same height m, then ∆ v pDq is a lattice polytope in R Nˆt mu.
Degenerations of projective varieties.
A degeneration of X to X 0 is a pair pX , pq with X scheme over C " SpecpCrtsq and p : X Ñ C flat morphism such that p´1p0q -X 0 and p´1ptq -X for t ‰ 0. If X Ă P M is a subvariety, one has
where I is the homogeneous ideal generated by a set of equations for X. Any linear function λ : Z M`1 Ñ Z defines a weight order ă λ , i.e. a partial order on the set of monomials of Crx 0 , . . . , x M s given by
For any polynomial f P Crx 0 , . . . , x M s, its initial term in λ pf q is the sum of the ă λ maximal terms of f ; the initial ideal in λ pIq is the ideal generated by initial terms of polynomials in I. The weight λ defines an action of Cˆon P M via t¨rx 0 :¨¨¨: x M s " rt´λ pe 0 q x 0 :¨¨¨: t´λ pe M q x M s and consequently one has t-deformed ideals I t Ă Crx 0 , . . . , x M , ts generated by polynomials g t P I t obtained by applying the torus action on g P I and then clearing t-denominators. More precisely, called b the maximum value attained by λ on the exponents of monomials of g, its t-deformation is g t " t b gpt´λ pe 0 q x 0 , . . . , t´λ pe M q x M q . As explained in Theorem 15.17 of [13] , the Crts-algebra R " Crx 0 , . . . , x M , ts{I t is flat and has the following properties:
The relative Proj construction gives a degeneration pX , pq with
In this article, a degeneration is toric whenever X 0 is a toric subvariety of the ambient projective space P M . The condition is slightly stronger than simply saying that X 0 is toric, since in this case the action of the maximal torus orbit of X 0 extends to P M . In terms of commutative algebra, a degeneration defined by a weight λ is toric if and only if in λ pIq is a toric ideal, i.e. a prime ideal generated by homogeneous binomials
These conditions guarantee that X 0 is irreducible and can be presented as orbit closure for a torus action on P M X 0 " pCˆq N¨r 1 :¨¨¨: 1s with ps 1 , . . . , s N q¨r1 :¨¨¨: 1s " rs m 0 :¨¨¨: s m M s , whose weights are encoded by M`1 vectors m 0 , . . . , m M P Z N . The convex hull P of the weights is a lattice polytope in R N , and it agrees with the closure of the moment map of the smooth locus:
This is a symplectic manifold with the restricted Fubini-Study form, carrying a Hamiltonian action of the real torus pS 1 q N Ă pCˆq N . In the literature, toric varieties are commonly required to be normal. In this setting, it happens if and only if any of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied:
Under this assumption the toric variety comes from a polyhedral fan X 0 " XpΣ n P q, where Σ n denotes the normal fan of a lattice polytope. One can compute this fan by looking at limits of the unit point under different one-parameter subgroups of the torus
The affine cone of X 0 is simply the spectrum of the semigroup algebra
The Okounkov bodies of Section 1.1 give rise to toric degenerations as follows. A valuation v : CpXqˆÑ Z N specifies a descending filtration on RpDq, where
under a technical assumption, the associated graded is the semigroup algebra gr SpD,vq RpDq -CrSpD, vqs .
Remark 3. The technical assumption is that the semigroup SpD, vq has one-dimensional leaves. This is always satisfied if the valuation v comes from flags in X as in Okounkov [33] , but has to be checked for more general valuations; however, it will always be satisfied for the ones we will work with in Section 4.
As explained in Proposition 3 of [2] , one can always find a linear function λ : Z M`1 Ñ Z such that the induced weight order ă λ on the monomials of Crx 0 , . . . , x M s satisfies Crx 0 , . . . , x M s{ in λ pIq -gr SpD,vq RpDq as N-graded algebras, where the grading on the right hand side is given by the n-variable of pv, nq P SpD, vq. Therefore one has
Remark 4. The construction of the toric degeneration associated to an Okounkov body ∆ v pDq depends on the auxiliary choice of the weight λ. However, the central fiber X 0 " XpΣ n ∆ v pDqq is independent of this choice. This detail will be irrelevant in the rest of the article, and we will suppress it from now on.
1.3. Local Lagrangian torus fibrations. From here on, X Ă P M is a smooth subvariety of dimension N , with symplectic form ω " ω F S | X . Fix a divisor D on X, and consider valuations v : CpXqˆÑ Z N such that the semigroup SpD, vq is finitely generated by elements of height one, and has one-dimensional leaves in the sense of Section 1.2. These assumptions guarantee that ∆ v pDq is a lattice polytope. Denote X v 0 " XpΣ n ∆ v pDqq the toric variety of the Okounkov body ∆ v pDq, and pX v , p v q the associated toric degeneration. In the following commutative diagram
is an isomorphism trivializing the family over Cˆ, and in particular
The family X v Ă P MˆC also has a smooth locus U v Ă X v , that inherits a symplectic structure Ω by restriction of the product structure
If J is the complex structure on U v determined by its being a complex algebraic variety, there is a corresponding Kähler metric G " Ωp¨, J¨q. The function Repp v q : U v Ñ R is smooth, and it satisfies the identity Ωp∇ G Repp v q,¨q "´d Impp v q due to the fact that p v is holomorphic. Therefore, ∇ G Repp v q is a vector field that is simultaneously a gradient field for Repp v q and a Hamiltonian field for´Impp v q. For normalization purposes, put
for all s, t P R such that s ě t ą 0 and the flow is defined. Moreover, being the flow of a Hamiltonian vector field we also have pΦ v t q˚ω s´t " ω s . Moreover, it is explained in [24] that: ‚ p v : X Ñ C is proper with respect to the analytic topology ;
In this setting, there exists an ą 0 and an open dense set
has entries that Poisson-commute and have linearly independent differentials; moreover it extends to a continuous function on X whose image is the Okounkov body ∆ v pDq. We call local fibration F v the regular Lagrangian torus fibration over the interior of the Okounkov body int ∆ v pDq obtained by restricting the map above to the open set 
Recall that σ is called simplicial if its dimension is equal to the number of rays, in which case the toric variety Spec Crσ _ X M s with σ _ " t u P M R : xu, vy ě 0 @v P σ u has quotient singularities. For simplicial cones, a measure of the singularity is the index mpσq " r xσy R X N : xu 1 , . . . , u l y Z s , called multiplicity, with smoothness corresponding to mpσq " 1. Toric resolutions can be constructed by taking r Σ to be a refinement of the fan Σ, and r induced by refinement; see for example Chapter 11 of [12] . The refined fan r Σ will have in general more rays than Σ, and these correspond to torus invariant divisors in the exceptional locus r´1pSing XpΣqq. When r Σ has the same rays as Σ, we say that the resolution is small.
In this article, we are interested in degenerations of smooth projective varieties X to toric central fibers X 0 " XpΣq that admit small resolutions. Following the notations of Section 1.3, denote L v a generic Lagrangian torus fiber of the local fibration F v ; see Proposition 1 and Remark 6 below for a more precise description of what fiber we want to pick. The differential dF v is surjective along L v , and hence the lattice Z N Ă R N induces a natural basis of 1-cycles for H 1 pL v ; Zq.
Recall that pX, ωq is a monotone symplectic manifold if c 1 pXq " Crωs for some constant C ą 0. In this setting, L v Ă X is a monotone Lagrangian if there is a constant B ą 0 such that µpuq " Bωpuq for any pseudoholomorphic disk u : D 2 Ñ X with upBD 2 q Ă L v , where µ denotes the Maslov index. A C-linear rank one local system ξ on L v is determined, up to isomorphism, by its holonomy morphism hol ξ : π 1 pL v q Ñ Cˆ. Denote pL v q ξ the Lagrangian endowed with such a local system, and call it brane for brevity. The charge of the brane is the number
where the sum is over relative homology classes β P H 2 pX, L v ; Zq such that µpβq " 2, and M J pL v ; βq is the moduli space of J-holomorphic disks through a generic point of L v whose homology class is β, modulo automorphisms of the domain. Monotonicity ensures that for generic J compatible with ω the moduli space M J pL v ; βq is a compact 0-dimensional manifold, nonempty for finitely many classes β. Since L v is a torus, one can consider the holonomy as an element
where the last isomorphism depends on our earlier choice of basis of 1-cycles. Finally, the map hol ξ Þ Ñ m 0 ppL v q ξ q can be thought as an algebraic function
called Maslov 2 disk potential of the Lagrangian torus L v . We will now explain how one can get monotone Lagrangian tori from toric degenerations admitting small resolutions, and explicitly compute their Maslov 2 disk potentials using a result of Nishinou-Nohara-Ueda (which also applies to the non-monotone setting) [29, 30] .
Proposition 1. If X has a toric degeneration to X v 0 " XpΣ n ∆ v pDqq admitting a small toric resolution, then the local fibration F v has at most one monotone Lagrangian torus fiber L v . In the canonical basis of H 1 pL v ; Zq, the Maslov 2 disk potential of this fiber is
where u F i is the primitive inward pointing normal vector to the facet F i Ă ∆ v pDq of the Okounkov body.
Proof. The Okounkov body ∆ v pDq can be presented as intersection of affine half-spaces:
for some a F i P R. Denote by dpw, F i q " xw, u F i y`a F i the affine distance of a point w P R N from the facet F i , so that w P ∆ v pDq if and only if dpw, F i q ě 0 for all i, and w P int ∆ v pDq precisely when all inequalities are strict.
Fixed w P int ∆ v pDq, the gradient-Hamiltonian vector field of Section 1.3 flows the moment fiber pµ v 0 q´1pwq to a Lagrangian torus L v pwq Ă X. Since X v 0 admits a small toric resolution by assumption, a result of Nishinou-Nohara-Ueda [29, 30] implies that L v pwq bounds finitely many pseudoholomorphic disks u i with Maslov index 2. The homology classes pu i q˚rD 2 s P H 2 pX, L v pwq; Zq correspond, under the flow, to the homology classes β i P H 2 pU v 0 , pµ v 0 q´1pwq; Zq of pseudoholomorphic disks in the smooth locus U v 0 Ă X v 0 . The latter disks have intersection multiplicity one with the symplectic submanifolds pµ v 0 q´1pint F i q. The classes Bβ i form a basis of the lattice H 1 ppµ v 0 q´1pwq; Zq, which is identified with H 1 pL v pwq; Zq under gradient-Hamiltonian flow.
Denoted ω 0 the toric symplectic structure on U v 0 , there is an explicit formula for the areas of these classes: ω 0 pβ i q " 2πdpw, F i q ; see Theorem 8.1 of Cho-Oh [10] for a proof. Gradient-Hamiltonian flow preserves the areas of the disks, so that L v pwq Ă X will be monotone precisely when it is the flow of a fiber pµ v 0 q´1pwq with dpw, F i q " dpw, F j q for all i, j. The vectors u F i span R N , so this condition can be met for at most one w P int ∆ v pDq. The formula for the disk potential W Lv follows then from the above mentioned degeneration formula of Nishinou-Nohara-Ueda. Remark 6. A case in which the proposition applies is when a F i " a F j " a ą 0 for all i and j, so that L v " pF v q´1p0q is the monotone fiber of the local fibration F v . In this case, polar duality˝relates the Okounkov body and the disk potential:
We describe now a simple obstruction to the existence of small resolutions. In what follows, a Fano polytope is a lattice polytope P Ă R N satisfying the following conditions:
Proposition 2. If P is a Fano polytope and P X Z N contains other points besides 0 and the vertices V pP q, then the toric variety of its face fan XpΣ f P q has no small toric resolution.
Proof. By assumption, we can pick a lattice vector n P P X Z N such that n ‰ 0 and n R V pP q. Let F Ď BP be a face (not necessarily of codimension 1) of P such that n P σ F , where σ F P Σ f P is the cone of the face fan of P corresponding to F . Suppose by contradiction that we can find Σ 1 smooth refinement of the face fan Σ " Σ f P with the same rays. The refinement Σ 1 induces a smooth refinement of σ F , given by taking those cones σ 1 s P Σ 1 such that σ 1 s Ď σ F . If we denote u 1 , . . . , u d P V pP q the vertices of the face F , they will be primitive generators of the rays of σ F by definition of Fano polytope. Moreover, if we introduce F 1 s " σ 1 s X F then F 1 s will be the convex hull of vertices u i with i ranging in a subset I s Ď t1, . . . , du. The cone σ 1 s is smooth, so in particular simplicial, and therefore F 1 s is a simplex and |I s | " dimpσ 1 s q. The simplices F 1 s form a triangulation of F , and thus there is some s such that n "
We claim that none of the λ i can be 1. If ř iPIs λ i ă 1 this is clear. However, if ř iPIs λ i " 1 precisely one of the λ i can be 1, and all the others must be 0. But this implies that n equals some of the u i , which is excluded by the assumption n R V pP q. We conclude that n belongs to the fundamental domain
+ of the simplicial cone σ 1 s . The number of lattice points in the fundamental domain P σ 1 s is precisely multpσ 1 s q, see for example Proposition 11.1.8 of [12] . Since n ‰ 0, it follows that the cone has multiplicity multpσ 1 s q ě 2. But the cone is smooth and therefore has multiplicity multpσ 1 s q " 1: contradiction.
Plabic graphs and mutation
Section 2.1 describes the homogeneous coordinate ring of Grassmannians in their Plücker embedding from the point of view of cluster algebras, following the work of Scott [39] ; this was one of the motivating examples of the general theory developed by Fomin-Zelevinsky [18] . Section 2.2 reviews the combinatorics of plabic graphs, introduced by Postnikov [35] in the study of the totally positive part of the Grassmannian. These graphs parametrize some of the local charts in the Landau-Ginzburg model for Grassmannians proposed by Marsh-Rietsch [28] , which is recalled in Section 2.3; we think at these local charts as mirror to the local Lagrangian torus fibrations of Section 1.3. Finally, Section 2.4 describes an explicit connection between the notion of cluster mutation between local charts and combinatorial mutation of polytopes in the sense of Akhtar-Coates-Galkin-Kasprzyk [1] . Although this relation must be well-known to experts, we could not find it in the literature.
2.1.
Cluster structure of the Grassmannian. A full rank kˆn matrix A determines a k-dimensional linear subspace of C n by taking its row-span. If rAs denotes the equivalence class of A modulo row operations, we write rAs P Grpk, nq and think of it as a point of the complex Grassmannian. The maximal minors p d pAq of A are in bijection with Young diagrams d in a kˆpn´kq grid justified on the top-left corner. Each diagram d has a profile path, which connects the top-right corner of the grid to the bottom-left one.
Figure 2. A Young diagram and its profile path
If we label the steps of the path by t1, . . . , nu " rns, a diagram d determines two subsets of vertical steps d | and horizontal steps d´with |d | | " k , |d´| " n´k , rns " d | \ d´.
The minor p d pAq is then obtained as determinant of the columns d | of A. Similarly, if B is a full rank nˆpn´kq matrix, its equivalence class modulo column operations determines a point in the dual complex Grassmannian rBs P Grpn´k, nq " Gr _ pk, nq and we denote p d pBq its maximal minor obtained as determinant of the rows d´. Fixed 1 ď k ă n, we order the Young diagrams in the kˆpn´kq grid lexicographically on their vertical steps, and think at them as homogeneous coordinates on P M " Proj Crx 0 , . . . , x M s with M "ˆn k˙´1 ;
with this choice, Grpk, nq and Gr _ pk, nq have Plücker and dual projective embeddings given respectively by x i " p d | pAq and x i " p d´p Bq, where d is the i-th Young diagram. There is a special collection of n Young diagrams, called boundary rectangular. These have horizontal steps given by cyclic shifts of the interval r1, n´ks Ă rns:
dí " t1`i, . . . , n´k`iu pmod nq for 1 ď i ď n .
The vanishing loci of the corresponding Plücker coordinates give two frozen divisors:
pAq " 0 u and D _ F Z " t rBs P Gr _ pk, nq : p d1 pBq¨¨¨p dń pBq " 0 u . The frozen divisors are anticanonical, and they agree with the torus invariant anticanonical divisor in the toric case, i.e. when k " 1 and Grp1, nq " P n´1 . Denote U " Grpk, nqzD F Z and U _ " Gr _ pk, nqzD _ F Z . If N " kpn´kq, there are N`1 Plücker coordinates p d whose Young diagram is a rectangle (where H is the empty rectangle). The set of such coordinates is called initial seed ; denote the corresponding set of indexing Young diagrams by
These coordinates are algebraically independent elements of the function field of the affine cone of Gr _ pk, nq, and thus define an open algebraic torus p T C R Ă ConepGr _ pk, nqq with p T C R " t rBs P Gr _ pk, nq : p d pBq ‰ 0 @d P C R u .
One can identify Gr _ pk, nq Ă Cone Gr _ pk, nq as the slice of the cone where p H " 1, and denote
nq the corresponding open torus in this slice. The function field of Gr _ pk, nq can be identified with the one of T C R Ă Gr _ pk, nq:
The Plücker coordinates indexed by C R ztHu give a transcendence basis of this field. Associated to the initial seed is a corresponding initial quiver Q " Q R , i.e. an oriented graph whose nodes are labeled by elements of the cluster C R , and whose edges are as in Figure 3 . The nodes corresponding to boundary rectangular Plücker variables are called frozen, and the remaining are mutable nodes. Chosen a mutable node v of the quiver, there is an operation of quiver mutation along v that produces a new quiver Q 1 " mut v pQq, with same nodes but different edges, and constructed as follows:
(1) if a Ñ v Ñ b is a length two path through v and at least one of a, b is not frozen, add a new edge a Ñ b ;
(2) reverse all the edges incident to v ;
(3) remove all oriented 2-cycles . The labels of the new quiver are the same as the ones of Q except for the node v, that is labeled by a rational function f of the rectangular Plücker coordinates. Called lpwq the label of a node w in Q, the new label of v in Q 1 is given by the exchange relation f "
Quiver mutation can be iterated, and at each step all the labels are Laurent polynomials in the initial rectangular Plücker coordinates: this is known as Laurent phenomenon in the theory of cluster algebras. The sets CpQq of elements of the ambient field that label a given quiver Q in this process are called clusters, and their elements are cluster variables; these sets are all transcendence bases for the ambient function field. The sub C-algebra of the ambient field generated by the union of all clusters is the cluster algebra generated by the seed. In this case, the algebra is the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian CrGr _ pk, nqs.
Combinatorics of plabic graphs.
A plabic graph, denoted G, is a planar bipartite graph in a disk with two types of node: internal and boundary nodes. The boundary nodes lie on the boundary of the disk, and are labeled clockwise by t1, . . . , nu. The internal nodes are in the interior of the disk, and they are colored either black or white. The graph G satisfies the following additional assumptions:
‚ every connected component of G has at least one boundary node ; ‚ if G has an interior node of degree 1, it is adjacent to a boundary node ; ‚ each boundary node has degree 1 and is adjacent to an interior white node . A boundary node with label 1 ď i ď n defines a path T i that starts at i and turns maximally right at black nodes and maximally left at white ones, ending at some boundary node 1 ď πpiq ď n; see see Figure 5 for an example. This determines the trip permutation of G:
We will focus on plabic graphs G of type pk, nq, i.e. with trip permutation given by cyclic shift by k π k,n "ˆ1 2¨¨¨n´1 n 1`k 2`k¨¨¨k´1 k˙P S n .
A plabic graph G divides the disk in a number of regions called faces. Each path T i splits the disk in two parts, and putting i inside every face to the left of T i for all 1 ď i ď n gives a labeling of the faces by subsets of size k of t1, . . . , nu. Figure 5 . A plabic graph of type p3, 6q and a trip on it One can interpret these sets as the vertical steps of Young diagrams in the kˆpn´kq grid, and get a collection C G of face labels with the following properties:
‚ |C G | " kpn´kq`1; ‚ d i P C G for all 1 ď i ď n, and these diagrams label precisely the faces of G adjacent to the boundary of the disk .
Given G of type pk, nq, one can form a quiver whose nodes are the faces of G and with an oriented edge between two nodes whenever the corresponding faces are adjacent, with the convention that looking from the tail to the head of the oriented edge we see the white node on the left. Finally, remove edges connecting nodes corresponding to two boundary faces, and all oriented 2-loops. The resulting quiver belongs to the class described in Section 2.1, with frozen nodes corresponding to boundary faces and mutable nodes to interior faces. The sets C G are called plabic clusters.
Crucially, not all the clusters of CrGr _ pk, nqs are plabic. This happens precisely when k " 1, 2 and in the sporadic cases Grp3, 6q, Grp3, 7q and Grp3, 8q (and their duals). Indeed, as explained in Section 2.4, plabic graphs G can be modified by moves that do not change the associated cluster C G , and modulo these there are finitely many such graphs for each type pk, nq. Instead, Scott [39] proved that the Grassmannians mentioned above are precisely the ones having finitely many clusters.
A matching M on a plabic graph G is a collection of edges such that every internal node is adjacent to precisely one edge; se Figure 6 . The boundary BM Ă t1, . . . , nu of a matching is the set labels of boundary nodes adjacent to an edge of the matching. If G is of type pk, nq then |BM | " k, and there are precisely n sets realized as boundary of some matching: J i " tpn´kq`1, pn´kq`2, . . . , pn´kq`k´1u Y ti`1u p mod n q @1 ď i ď n .
Denote Match G the set of all matchings on G, and Match G J i Ă Match G the subset of matchings M with BM " J i . Figure 6 . Matchings M with boundary BM " t2, 6u 2.3. Landau-Ginzburg mirror. Marsh-Rietsch [28] define the Landau-Ginzburg mirror of Grpk, nq to be the pair pU _ , W q with U _ " Gr _ pk, nqzD _ F Z and W "
Here d i denotes the Young diagram obtained by augmenting the boundary rectangular diagram d i by adding one box, or by removing a rim hook if d i is the full kˆpn´kq grid. For each plabic graph of type pk, nq, the plabic cluster C G identifies a plabic chart of the mirror where the Plücker coordinates labeled by diagrams in C G do not vanish:
T G " t rBs P Gr _ pk, nq : p d pBq ‰ 0 @d P C G and p H pBq " 1 u -pCˆq kpn´kq .
Observe that T G Ă U _ for all G because D _ F Z " Gr _ pk, nqzU _ is defined precisely by the vanishing loci of Plücker coordinates labeled by boundary rectangular Young diagrams, which belong to every plabic cluster C G as explained in Section 2.2.
The pair pT G , W | T G q can be thought as a local Landau-Ginzburg mirror associated to G. The regular functions on the torus T G are Laurent polynomials in the Plücker variables of the corresponding cluster, and Marsh-Rietsch [28] proved that W | T G has an interpretation as generating function of matchings on G:
Called e P M the generic edge of the matching M , denote tailpeq the set of Young diagrams labeling faces of G that are incident to the black node of e (if any) but whose boundary does not contain e. Figure 7) , while the coefficients c i are normalizing Laurent polynomials determined by the boundary of the matching:
2.4.
Mutations. There are infinitely many plabic graphs of type pk, nq. However, they can be related by the plabic moves of Figure 8 . Observe that move R is the only non-reversible one. A plabic graph is reduced if none of the move equivalent graphs has a bigonal face to which one can apply move R. Crucially, up to moves M 2 and M 3 there are only finitely many reduced plabic graphs of type pk, nq, and they are related by sequences of moves M 1, called square move. The face labels C G only change under this last move. Looking at the quivers corresponding to the plabic graphs, move M 1 corresponds to a quiver mutation in the sense of Section 2.1 at a node with precisely two incoming and two outgoing edges. The face labels C G and C G 1 corresponding to plabic graphs related by one square move differ by one element. Called d P C G and d 1 P C G 1 the differing elements, and d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 the labels on the faces adjacent to the square face being mutated by the move M 1, the corresponding variables in the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian are connected by a 3-term Plücker relation
where the two quadratic monomials correspond to pairs of faces adjacent to opposite edges of the square. A mutation of this form gives rise to a birational map between plabic charts
The indeterminacy locus of this map is the hypersurface in T G given by the equation
Akhtar-Coates-Galkin-Kasprzyk [1] proposed a general notion of polytope mutation that should describe how the Newton polytope of a Laurent polynomial changes under the action of special birational maps of a torus. More precisely, consider a birational map of the form
where pCˆq N " Spec Crx1 , . . . , xN s and φ A px 1 , . . . , x N q " px 1 , . . . , x N´1 , Ax N q for some Laurent polynomial A with B x N A " 0, and where
m N N N q , M i " pm st q 1ďs,tďN P GLpN, Zq for i " 1, 2 are automorphisms of the torus, specified by invertible integer matrices. If f is a Laurent polynomial, one can think of it as a polynomial in the xN variables with coefficients C h which are Laurent polynomials with B x N C h " 0 and write f "
Then the rational function
is again a Laurent polynomial whenever A´h|C t for all´h min ď h ă 0, and so is φ˚f " g because φ M 1 , φ M 2 are automorphisms. The Newton polytopes P " Newtpf q and Q " Newtpgq are convex hulls in R N of the exponent vectors of the monomials in f and g respectively. The special form of φ A singles out the x N variable, and a width vector w " p0, . . . , 0, 1q P Z N corresponding to this choice. For heights´h min ď h ď h one can form lattice polytopes w h pP q Ď P by taking the convex hull of lattice points in hyperplane sections orthogonal to the w-direction: w h pP q " ConvpP X tx¨, wy " hu X Z N q .
In fact, h max´hmin P N can be thought as the width of the polytope P with respect to the w-direction, and h as a height coordinate. Called the factor polytope F Ă R N has codimension at least one and lies at height h " 0, and denoted V pP q the vertices of P one has V pP q X tx¨, wy " hu Ď G h`p´h qF Ď w h pP q @´h min ď h ă 0 .
The notation Q " mut w pP, Fuickly expresses the fact that Q is a polytope mutation of P in direction w and with factor F , and the quantity h max´hmin is called width of the mutation. We now explain how mutations of the cluster algebra CrGr _ pk, nqs and polytope mutation in the sense above are related.
Proposition 3. If G and G 1 are two plabic graphs of type pk, nq related by a square move, then NewtpW G q and NewtpW G 1 q are related by polytope mutation.
Proof. The square move mutating G into G 1 corresponds to a quiver mutation as in Figure 9 , Figure 9 . Quiver mutation corresponding to a square move where d and d 1 are the only differing face labels in G and G 1 respectively. Up to automorphisms of algebraic tori, one can order the non-vanishing Plücker coordinates parametrizing the tori T G , T 1 G Ă Gr _ pk, nq in such a way that p d and p d 1 go last, and the common ones appear in the same order. With this choice, the birational transition map between the corresponding torus charts is given by
A " 0, and using the notation introduced in this Section φ G,G 1 " φ A˝φM 1 , where φ M 1 is the automorphism of T G that inverts the last coordinate.
Remark 7. The proposition above holds in fact in greater generality, since the proof does not use any specific property of the plabic graphs: the Newton polytopes of Laurent polynomials NewtpW | T q obtained by restricting a regular function W P OpU _ q on a cluster variety to different cluster charts T C Ă U _ are related by a sequence of polytope mutations. Theorem 2 contains a stronger statement about the width of polytope mutations coming from plabic graphs.
Examples of exotic tori
Each plabic graph G of type pk, nq gives rise to a toric degeneration of the Grassmannian Grpk, nq whose central fiber is the toric variety:
We call G small if this toric variety admits a small toric resolution, in which case one gets a monotone Lagrangian torus L G Ă Grpk, nq; Section 4 gives more details on the construction. Theorem 1 there will explain why the Maslov 2 disk potential of these tori is W L G " W | T G , while Theorem 3 explains why they are never displaceable by Hamiltonian isotopies.
In this section, we give examples in which the smallness condition is satisfied. In particular, Section 3.1 contains examples of nondisplaceable Lagrangian tori that are not Hamiltonian isotopic to the Gelfand-Cetlin torus studied in [7] . The examples have been generated with the aid of a computer, and the code used for this task is available at [8] for inspection and further investigations. Section 3.2 shows that these Lagrangian tori support nonzero objects that belong in general to different summands of the monotone Fukaya category of the Grassmannian.
3.1.
Critical points and f -vectors. Given a full dimensional lattice polytope P Ă R N , its f -vector is the vector f " pf 0 , f 1 , . . . , f N q whose entry f i encodes the number of i-dimensional faces of P . In this section, NpL G q denotes the number of critical points of the disk potential W L G , and fpL G q the f -vector of its Newton polytope; see Theorem 3 for more details on why they are invariants of the Hamiltonian isotopy class of L G Ă Grpk, nq. The main goal of this section is to show that these invariants are independent, and to give examples where they do distinguish Hamiltonian isotopy classes of monotone Lagrangian tori L G Ă Grpk, nq.
From the first table below, all the tori L G Ă Grp2, 6q have the same fpL G q, but NpL G q can be 6 or 12. On the other hand, from the second table one sees that L G 1 , L G 7 Ă Grp3, 6q have NpL G 1 q " NpL G 7 q but fpL G 1 q ‰ fpL G 7 q. Therefore, the invariants NpL G q and fpL G q are in general independent. The tables contain the list of cluster variables for the 14 plabic charts of Gr _ p2, 6q and the 34 plabic charts of Gr _ p3, 6q; the variables are Plücker coordinates p d , indexed by the n´k horizontal steps of the Young diagrams d in the kˆpn´kq grid that parametrize them. The gray rows represent two cases in which we could not check that the plabic graph G produces a toric degeneration with small resolution, but nevertheless the existence of a small resolution is not obstructed by Proposition 2.
The number of families of Maslov 2 disks has been profitably used in symplectic topology before to distinguish Hamiltonian isotopy classes of monotone Lagrangian tori, see for example Auroux [4] . The following lemma proves that this number is in fact encoded by the first entry of the f -vector in our case. Lemma 1. If G is a small plabic graph, then the number of families of Maslov 2 disks bounded by L G is equal to the first entry of fpL G q.
Proof. The number of families of Maslov 2 disks is the sum of the coefficients of the Maslov 2 disk potential W L G . As explained in Proposition 1, in our case all coefficients are one, so this is the same as the number of monomials in W L G . In general, this is at least the number of vertices of the Newton polytope NewtpW L G q; we need to prove that all monomials contribute a vertex to it. This is the case, because a monomial not corresponding to a vertex would be a lattice point of the polytope NewtpW L G q that is neither 0 nor a vertex. This is excluded by Proposition 2, and the assumption that G is small, i.e. that the toric variety
has a small resolution of singularities.
The lemma and the examples above prove that the number of critical points of W L G can be a finer invariant than the number of families of Maslov 2 disks bounded by L G . Also, observe that if Conjecture 1 is true, then L G 3 , L G 20 Ă Grp3, 6q provide examples where the full f -vector is a finer invariant than just the number of families of Maslov 2 disks. Remark 8. Another obstruction to G being small is the existence of monomials in W | T G whose coefficient is not one; compare Proposition 1. As the dimension of Grpk, nq grows, this is computationally easier to verify than the obstruction of Proposition 2 using the code [8] . Consistently with Conjecture 1, we could not find examples of plabic graphs G where this obstruction appears.
3.2.
Generating the Fukaya category. As described by Sheridan [40] , the Fukaya category of a monotone symplectic manifold like the Grassmannian has a spectral decomposition
The summands are A 8 -categories indexed by the eigenvalues λ of the operator c 1 ‹ of multiplication by the first Chern class acting on the small quantum cohomology. The objects of the λ-summand are monotone Lagrangian branes L ξ in the sense of Section 1.4, whose charge satisfies m 0 pL ξ q " λ. From the point of view of mirror symmetry, these values agree with the critical values of the Landau-Ginzburg superpotential W P OpU _ q. Proposition 1.3 of [7] explains that for Grpk, nq the possible charges are λ " npζ 1`. . .`ζ k q , where tζ 1 , . . . , ζ k u " I Ă t ζ P C : ζ n " p´1q k`1 u varies among all size k sets of roots. As described by Karp [25] , the sets I also parametrize the critical points rB I s P U _ of the superpotential W P OpU _ q. Given a plabic graph G, and denoted C G the set of its face labels as in Section 2.2, one has that p d pB I q ‰ 0 @d P C G ðñ rB I s P T G by definition of cluster chart T C G Ă Grpk, nq; see Section 2.1. When G is small, these Plücker coordinates can be used to specify the holonomy of a local system hol I : π 1 pL G q Ñ Cˆon the monotone Lagrangian torus L G Ă Grpk, nq, with respect to the basis of H 1 pL G ; Zq given by its being a fiber of a local Lagrangian torus fibration in the sense of Section 1.3. Denote the corresponding object of the monotone Fukaya category by pL G q I . This object is contained in the λ-summand with λ " m 0 ppL G q I q " W prB I sq . Figure 10 shows some examples where, fixed G, one gets objects pL G q I in various summands of the Fukaya category by varying I. Of all the summands of the Fukaya category (red dots), the ones that one covers for a fixed G (blue crosses) vary with G. This corresponds to the fact that the critical points rB I s P U _ of the Landau-Ginzburg superpotential W P OpU _ q distribute unevenly among the different plabic charts T G in general. Figure 10 . Summands of FpGrpk, nqq containing objects supported on L G .
Main theorems
We begin this section by recalling how the general construction of toric degenerations of projective varieties of 1.3 applies to the case of Grassmannians and plabic graphs, following the work of Rietsch-Williams [37] . Denote N " kpn´kq the dimension of X " Grpk, nq, and think at the Grassmannian in its Plücker embedding as subvariety of P M with M "`n k˘´1 . Let D " D F Z be the frozen divisor singled out by the cluster structure described in Section 2.1. Each plabic graph G of type pk, nq defines a Cˆ-action on P M given by:
In the formula, e d are the vectors of the standard lattice basis of Z M`1 , parametrized by the Young diagrams in lexicographic order on their vertical steps, and pr G : Z M Ñ Z N projects on the sublattice generated by the vectors e d with d P C G ztHu, while the linear function λ : ZˆZ N Ñ Z and the vectors ζ d P Z M are independent of G. These vectors are defined as
where maxdiagpd 1 zdq denotes the maximal length of a diagonal of slope´1 in the skew Young diagram d 1 zd; see Figure 11 for an example. where the total order on ZˆZ N is the one described in Section 1.1. This produces a toric degeneration X v G of Grpk, nq with central fiber the toric variety
In what follows, we simplify the notations of Section 1 and call
For G " G R rectangular plabic graph, the polytope ∆ G R pD F Z q is a Gelfand-Cetlin polytope: see Lemma 16.2 and Proposition 19.4 of [37] . The associated toric variety has a small toric resolution: see Proposition 4.1 of Nishinou-Nohara-Ueda [29] . Therefore, small plabic graphs exist for all Grassmannians. The examples in Section 3 show that the following theorem applies to some cases where G ‰ G R . Theorem 1. Given k, n P N with 1 ď k ă n, for each small plabic graph G of type pk, nq there is a monotone Lagrangian torus L G Ă Grpk, nq, whose Maslov 2 disk potential is
Proof. Whenever G is small Proposition 1 applies, and says that the local Lagrangian fibration F G has at most one monotone Lagrangian fiber. However, due to the general facet presentation of the Okounkov bodies ∆ G pDq for D divisor supported on D F Z given by Theorem 19.1 of Rietsch-Williams [37] , the choice of D " D F Z gives ∆ G pD F Z q " NewtpW | T G q˝.
In particular, Remark 6 applies with a " 1, and the torus L G Ă Grpk, nq is the monotone fiber over 0. The statement about the continuous extension of F G and its image follows from the general result of Harada-Kaveh [24] on integrable systems coming from toric degenerations through gradient-Hamiltonian flow, as summarized in Section 1.3.
In the following theorem, we focus on the effect of mutation on the disk potentials of the Lagrangian tori L G Ă Grpk, nq. Theorem 2. If two type pk, nq small plabic graphs G 0 and G 1 are related by a square move, the Maslov 2 disk potentials W L G 0 and W L G 1 are related by a 3-term PlÃĳcker relation, and their Newton polytopes by width 2 combinatorial mutation. In the quiver Q G 0 corresponding to the plabic graph G 0 , mutation of G 0 corresponds to quiver mutation at the node labeled by d, which has δ incoming and δ outgoing edges. Plabic square moves correspond to quiver mutations at nodes with two incoming and two outgoing edges, and this forces δ " 2.
As a corollary, we prove a weaker version of Conjecture 1. A toric variety X " XpΣ f P q associated to the face fan of a lattice polytope P Ă Z N has canonical singularities if int P X Z N " t0u. Observe that Proposition 2 implied, in particular, that if X has a small resolution, then it has canonical singularities. Proof. Recall that X G 0 " XpΣ n ∆ G pD F Z" XpΣ f NewtpW | T Gby construction. This toric variety has canonical singularities if and only if the only interior lattice point of the polytope NewtpW | T G q is 0 (but there might be other boundary lattice points besides the vertices). The choice G " G R corresponds to a Gelfand-Cetlin polytope ∆ G R pD F Z q, whose normal fan Σ f is known to have small resolution of singularities; see Nishinou-Nohara-Ueda [29] . In particular, it has canonical singularities. Now any X G 0 is obtained by G " G R through a sequence of square moves, that correspond to width 2 polytope mutations of NewtpW | T G q thanks to Theorem 2. This kind of mutations are known to preserve the property of being canonical, see Corollary 1 of [1] .
Finally, we prove that nondisplaceability of the tori L G Ă Grpk, nq is a consequence of total positivity. Theorem 3. All the tori L G Ă Grpk, nq are nondisplaceable, and in general they are not Hamiltonian isotopic to each other.
Proof. As explained in Section 2, the fact that G produces a toric degeneration of Grpk, nq to XpΣ n ∆ G pD F Zhaving a small toric resolution guarantees that the associated Lagrangian torus L G Ă Grpk, nq is monotone. Examples of tori L G Ă Grpk, nq that are not Hamiltonian isotopic to each other have been provided in Section 3. The examples are valid because of the following fact. If two monotone Lagrangian tori L 0 , L 1 Ă X 2N in a compact monotone symplectic manifold are Hamiltonian isotopic through an isotopy φ t : X Ñ X such that φ 1 pL 0 q " L 1 , then the map pφ 1 q˚: H 1 pL 0 ; Zq Ñ H 1 pL 1 ; Zq is an isomorphism of lattices of rank N . Recall from Section 2 that the Maslov 2 disk potentials of the tori can be thought as algebraic functions on N -dimensional complex tori W L‚ P OpH 1 pL ‚ ; Zq b Cˆq, and invariance of disk potentials under Hamiltonian isotopies means that W L 1 " W L 0˝p pφ 1 q˚b id Cˆq ; see Theorem 6.4 of Vianna [43] for more on the last equality. In particular, the critical loci dW L‚ " 0 must be isomorphic as schemes. Regarding the invariance of f -vectors, picked a basis γ 1 , . . . , γ N for the lattice H 1 pL 0 ; Zq then pφ 1 q˚pγ 1 q, . . . , pφ 1 q˚pγ N q is a basis for the lattice H 1 pL 1 ; Zq, and denoted P ‚ the Newton polytope of W L‚ in H 1 pL ‚ ; Zqb R with respect to the chosen bases, one has a linear isomorphism such that ppφ 1 q˚bid R qpP 0 q " P 1 .
Regarding nondisplaceability, it is known that the Floer cohomology of a monotone Lagrangian torus brane L ξ is nonzero if and only if the holonomy hol ξ of its local system ξ is a critical point of the disk potential W L : see Proposition 6.9 of Auroux [3] and Proposition 4.2 of Sheridan [40] . Therefore, it suffices to show that the disk potentials W L G always have at least one critical point. By Theorem 1, the disk potential W L G is given by restriction
of the mirror Landau-Ginzburg potential W P OpU _ q to the cluster chart T G , so it suffices to show that each of the charts contains at least one critical point of W . In fact, something stronger is true: there is a critical point of W that is contained in T G for all G. As proved by Rietsch [36] (see also Karp [25] ), there is a (unique) critical point in the totally positive part of the Grassmannian; call this point rB 0 s P Gr _ pk, nq ą0 Ă Gr _ pk, nq. In particular, one has p d pB 0 q ‰ 0 for every Young diagram d. A fortiori, for all G one has p d pB 0 q ‰ 0 for all d P C G , which is equivalent to rB 0 s P T G .
